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foreword

The fact that the Coomhola River is a ‘Blue Dot’ Catchment
is a credit to all of the people living and working in the valley.

For a community to attain high water quality
and wide biodiversity in this day and age is an
incredible achievement, one that we must value
and to continue to strive for. The new ‘Blue Dot’
initiative, as you will learn from these pages, is an
effort to conserve the high quality pristine waters
which remain in Ireland, and is an extension of
‘Catchment Management’ practice.
Over the past 25 years, management of Water
Quality in Ireland has sensibly shifted to the
‘Catchment’- scale, where on a much more local
level a finite number of inter-relating factors
may be assessed and corrected to achieve a
balanced landscape mosaic of thriving wild
habitats & species alongside prosperous human
communities, all of whom depend upon high
status waters.

Another important shift in Water Management
has been the realisation that ultimately it is the
citizens of a Catchment who, equipped with
enhanced awareness of both local wonders
as well as the ‘Best- practices’ necessary to
conserve these wonders, are in the best position
to determine and own the management of, and
the solutions for, achieving sustainable land - and
water- use. All Coomhola River valley residents
can be proud that this ‘Blue Dot Coomhola’
booklet is the first dedicated publication in the
State to support these wider efforts. By reading
this booklet we hope that you learn something
about the waters and the wilds of our Catchment,
better understand the issues that we face in
protecting these resources, and are motivated
to contribute to safeguarding these treasures
for now and for future generations.

Welcome...

introduction

Blue Dot Catchments Vision

Where once there were many high quality waters across
Ireland, recent decades have seen a worrying trend of decline.
As a result of this decline, the protection of high status
waters has been highlighted as one of the main priorities of
the River Basin Management Plan, which guides policy and
practice for water governance in Ireland. The Plan places
particular emphasis on protection and, where possible, looks
to provide the framework for restoration where deterioration
has occurred. The Plan outlines several Principal Actions
related to high status rivers and lakes, including the setting
up of the Blue Dot Catchments Programme.
Hence, Blue Dot waters are our best quality waters, of which
the Coomhola River is an important example. Blue Dot
designations have the highest ecological quality of all our
waters and a greater diversity of species that are sensitive
to pollution. This effort is a collaborative programme being
delivered by a range of agencies as a means of focusing
attention and resources towards the protection and restoration
of our high status objective waters, and furthermore depends
on the goodwill and cooperation of local communities. The
Blue Dot Catchments Programme will also work in close
cooperation with the ‘Waters of Life Integrated Project’ .
We welcome this publication in the Blue Dot Coomhola River
Catchment to assist in building awareness of these issues.
Dr. Bernie White, Blue Dot Catchments Programme
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The Blue Dot Catchments
Programmes vision is:

Collaborating with local
communities to protect and
improve our pristine
waters so that the benefits to
biodiversity, our health and
well-being, our heritage and
the climate can be enjoyed by
current and future generations.

N at u r e

Distinctive Coomhola Heritage Plants
Royal Fern, Osmunda Regalis, Raithneach

Nature in the Coomhola Catchment
From An Cnoc Buí, which at 706m is County Cork’s
highest mountain, down to the sea at Bantry Bay, the
Coomhola River catchment encompasses a diverse
array of habitats and wildlife. The mountains above
the Coomhola River feature rugged outcropping rock,
interspersed with heath and blanket bog. Due to the
high quality of some of these peatland habitats, the
catchment contains two sites designated to protect
nature: the internationally important Derryclogher
(Knockboy) Bog Special Area of Conservation
and the nationally important Conigar Bog Natural
Heritage Area. Blanket bogs have a subtle beauty.
Look closely and they are richly varied in terms of
species, colours and textures. The fluffy white heads
of Common Cottongrass will be familiar to many
but sphagnum mosses are the building blocks
of the bog, forming a spongy tapestry of yellow,
red, green, orange and pink. Another speciality of
blanket bogs are the insect-eating plants, which
have evolved a carnivorous diet to enable them to
thrive in wet, peaty areas low in nutrients. In the
Coomhola catchment, the insectivorous plants
include three species of butterwort and Roundleaved Sundew. These plants all have sticky leaves
that trap insects and excrete enzymes to digest
them. Of the butterworts, Large-flowered Butterwort

Riuil

Royal fern is a large fern, fronds can grow up to 3
metres. It was used to treat sprains and was harvested
for export and use in orchid cultivation.

is particularly interesting as it is one of the so-called
Lusitanian species that grow almost exclusively in
southwest Ireland and northwest Spain and Portugal
and nowhere else in the world. Another Lusitanian
species found in the Coomhola catchment is the
Kerry Slug. Unlike garden slugs, this black slug with
white spots browses on lichens and mosses and is
found mostly on heaths and in broadleaf woodlands
(where it can be brown with cream spots). Groundnesting birds of the mountains of Coomhola and
Borlin include Skylarks, Meadow Pipits, Wheatear
and Red Grouse. On cliffs there are nesting Chough,
Raven and Peregrine. You may also be lucky to see a
White-tailed Sea Eagle soaring overhead, and word
has just come through (summer 2022) of Buzzards
successfully rearing young in Borlin valley.

The Coomhola River contains a small population of
threatened Freshwater Pearl Mussels. They can survive for
over 130 years, making them Ireland’s longest living species.
They have an interesting lifecycle, which involves their larvae
clinging to the gills of Trout or Salmon for months before
they drop off and settle into riverine gravel beds to grow.
They require very high quality water and are an endangered
species in Ireland. And of course the storied Salmon, which
since after the last Ice Age have been travelling from the
Coomhola River as far as the west coast of Greenland to
access the nutrition to help them return and spawn again.
Conversely, the (critically endangered) European Eel, which
spawns in the Sargasso Sea across the Atlantic, migrates
to Europe and, in Coomhola, ascends up into the highest
mountain streams and lakes.

There are some lovely pockets of woodland in the
valleys, dominated by Sessile Oak or Downy Birch
in the more acidic areas, but with Hazel and Ash
in the more fertile areas close to the rivers. These
woodlands are important for many species including
the rare Lesser Horseshoe Bat, Red Squirrels, and
many invertebrates like Holly Blue butterflies and
the scarce Goat Moth. Interesting plants include
Irish Spurge and St Patrick’s Cabbage, both of which
are also Lusitanian species.

Grey Heron, Kingfisher, and Dipper. The latter often nest

Irish Spurge, Euphorbia hyberna, Bainne

caoin

Irish spurge is common in Cork and Kerry and rare
elsewhere in Ireland. The plant was used for poaching
fish. The juice or latex was sometimes applied to warts
and also used as a black dye for wool.

Dwarf Willow, Salic herbacea, Camshaileog
Dwarf willow is an arctic, montane species. This is rare
in Ireland and very local. The Priest’s Leap is the eastern
limit of its West Cork range, where it is abundant.

Glaucous Dog Rose,
Rosa caesia ssp. glauca,

Feirdhris luath

This is extremely rare, recorded on hedgebank at
Coomhola River in 2007. This is the only known
Munster site.

Early Purple Orchid,
Orchis mascula,

meidhreach

Flowers from April to June.

Animals you may see feeding in the river include Otter,

Heath Spotted Orchid,
Dactylorhiza maculata, Na

under bridges so that is a good place to look out for them

In Cork and Kerry girls would make a powder of dried
orchid roots and use it as a love potion. Also a starchy
meal was ground from dried roots which was used as a
food and to make a drink called Salep or Salop.

‘bobbing’ on rocks and diving underwater to catch aquatic
insects. Whether you’re climbing a mountain, wandering
along a boreen or staring into a clear river pool, there’s
plenty to see in the Coomhola catchment if you’re interested

Large Flowered Butterworth,
Pinguicula grandiflora, Leith Uisce

in nature and the outdoors.

Flowers May to July. Large flowered Butterwort is
mainly found in the Southwest.

Clare Heardman, Conservation Ranger,
National Parks & Wildlife Service (NPWS)

Butterwort,
Pinguicula vulgaris, Bodan
Flowers May to August. Both Butterworts grow in bogs
and on wet, dripping rocks. They are covered in sticky,
glandular hairs that trap and digest insects.
Stephanie O’Toole,
Heritage-in-Schools specialist
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Nature-based Organisations in the Coomhola Catchment

Mountain Lakes of the
Coomhola River Catchment

Freshwater Pearl Mussels
(Margaritifera margaritifera)

The Catchment and its surrounding areas
have some stunning high-level lakes, including
Curraghmore Lough, Lough Atooreen, Lough na
mBreac Dearg, and Glaslough, which support a
variety of rare Biodiversity.

The story of Freshwater Pearl Mussels in the
Coomhola River is another miracle in our midst!
First of all, they can live to be over 130 years
old, which means that there might be a Mussel
in our river which started life in the last year of
Charles Stuart Parnell’s final year leading the
Irish Parliamentary Party as an MP! They require
pristine, fast-flowing rivers to live. When they
spawn, their microscopic glochidia are only viable
if they are, in effect, ‘breathed in’ by a juvenile
salmon or trout and attach to their gills. This
isn’t a parasitical arrangement though; it’s called
‘symbiotic’, as these species help each other;
for that nursery ride on the salmon or trout’s gill
disperses mussels through the river system, and in
return mature mussels filter the water which assists
the fish. This story offers a glimpse into how all life
(including people!) is ultimately related in a wider
web of interdependency! But we’ll have to mind
our Freshwater Pearl Mussels...siltation or excess
nutrients from Forestry, Farming, and Septic Tanks
can kill them, particularly the juveniles. And when
they’re gone, they’re gone!

Arctic char
(Salvelinus alpinus)
The legendary Salmon of the Coomhola River
has a ‘cousin’ living up high in the mountains!
Arctic Char is an extremely rare and endangered
fish species, a ‘glacial relict’ fish that recolonised
select lakes after ice caps retreated. The lake
named Lough na mBreac Dearg – ‘Lake of the
Red Trout’, up in Borlin, is a reference to the
Arctic Char which still live there.
(See: https://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/irish-artic-char/)
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Coomhola Salmon & Trout Anglers’ Association – from
Teddy O’Brien, President
Since 1964 we’ve been stewards to the Coomhola River and its migratory salmon
and trout stocks, and we might be unique among ‘angling’ clubs as most of our
members aren’t necessarily ‘anglers’ but riparian owners along the main Coomhola
River channel who have a great interest in the welfare of our salmon. For many in
Coomhola you can’t beat the joy of seeing fish in the river, and maybe even landing
one for the plate. There is a long and colourful history of people and salmon in
these valleys, going back centuries to the time of subsistence fishing for salmon at
the Ummer using a 3-pronged spear...the grooves in the rock where these would be
sharpened are still to be seen today. Our love of salmon extends to being aware of
the threats to them with the aim of minimising these threats: these days our current
concerns have to do with forestry impacts changing the river, and aquaculture down
the Bay which has the potential to affect local salmon stocks. We’ve worked a lot
with StreamScapes, stocking the river for many years and also supporting their
educational work in Coomhola National School and in the community.

StreamScapes Programme at Coomhola Salmon Trust
Coomhola is the home of the StreamScapes Aquatic & Biodiversity Education
programme, which has produced community engagement projects all around Ireland,
north and south, for over thirty years. They produce a wide range of publications, and
have hosted research projects including captive breeding experiments for Freshwater
Pearl Mussels and micro-tagging of salmon smolts to trace their journeys across the
Atlantic. Recently they have opened their new ‘StreamSchool’ facility, with aquarium
and river walks, to host school and community visits.
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Ecological Status
High

T h e C o o m h o l a R i ve r
‘Blue Dot’ Catchment
Forestry in the
Catchment

Catchment
Townlands
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Sc h o o l & C o m m u n i t y p r o j e c t s

Engagements & Field Trips with Coomhola National School & the Community
Coomhola National School
Blue Dot Sessions
Engagement is at the heart of any
initiative, such as the ‘Blue Dot Coomhola
River’ project, to inform and empower
residents to all do their bit to conserve our
rare ‘High-status’ Water Quality and fragile
Biodiversity. To be really effective, people
have to have their say and to co-author
the solutions, which will enable them to
‘co-own’ these responses and be willing
to achieve conservation for now and for
future generations to come.

With both Rang 4/5 and Rang 5/6, we commenced with
Classroom-based Theory sessions for each group, covering:
• What are ‘Blue Dots’, and what is the aim of the
‘Blue Dot’ Programme?
• Why has our local Coomhola River been classified as a
Blue Dot Catchment?
• How is Water Quality determined?
• What Habitats and Species benefit from
high-status waters?
• What is the Lifecycle of Salmon?
Of Freshwater Pearl Mussels? Of Aquatic Bugs?
• What can impact upon the high water quality of our
‘Blue Dot’ Coomhola River?
• What can we do to both minimise our impacts on water
and to assist local Biodiversity?
We had great discussions on local Biodiversity, and outlined
an example of a local Food Web. To prepare for our Field
Trips, we looked at aquatic invertebrate (bug!) samples and
learned how they can indicate water quality, and how to use
the Identification Key. Before heading off for our Field Trips,
we watched the locally-made ‘Salmon Sanctuaries’ film, and
marvelled at how Salmon from our river migrate up as far as
the west coast of Greenland to access food, before returning
to the Coomhola River to spawn.
Stephanie O’Toole,
StreamScapes Teacher &
‘Heritage-in-Schools’ Specialist
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Field Trips
The two class groups came separately to ‘The
StreamSchool’ for their field trips, and we
divided them into smaller groups to look at
various aspects of the river. We learned how to
‘kick sample’ with nets, enabling us to catch the
aquatic bugs, fish and other life forms that our
river teems with! As determined by our ‘kick
samples’, we scored the Coomhola River at 4.7 on
the EPA Q1-5 Water Quality scale. Following is a
list of what Coomhola National School students
have found in the Coomhola River:
FISH
Salmon fry
Trout parr
Elvers (juvenile Eels)
Minnows
INVERTEBRATES
Freshwater Pearl Mussels
Freshwater Limpets
Freshwater Snails
Mayfly nymphs, flattened and swimming
Stonefly nymphs
Cased Caddis, 5 species
Caseless Caddis
Leeches
Blackfly larvae
Worms
Freshwater Hoglice
Water Beetles
Whirligig Beetles
Beetle larvae
Dragonfly nymphs
Damselfly nymphs
Pondskaters
Alderfly larvae
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Main Issues in
Blue Dot Catchments
Nationally, some of the main challenges
threatening high status Catchments are:
Activ ity

Reas ons

% Catch ment s

Forestry

Silts; soil erosion;
nutrient loss
Drainage (loss of

40%

attenuation)
Hydromorphology

Changing course
of rivers; loss of
wetlands

34%

Agriculture

Fertiliser &
slurry run-off;
overgrazing;
Chemical
pollution
(herbicides,
pesticides)

28%

Domestic
Waste Water
Treatment Plants

(Septic tanks
etc.) Nutrient
& Chemical

10%

pollution

On the following pages we consider issues
that can affect high status waters in the
Coomhola River:
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Forestry
Forestry has the capacity
to enable Ireland to be selfsufficient for timber products,
and to create wide employment;
but inappropriate plantations can
devastate rivers and ecosystems.
Native Woodlands have the
potential to support Biodiversity
and to assist with water quality
and quantity...how can we find
the balance?

Nationally, ‘Forestry’ has been identified as the
leading threat to High-status Catchments, quite often
due to legacy monoculture Sitka Spruce plantations
having been established near the headwaters of
streams and rivers in ecologically-sensitive locations
including Connemara, Donegal, Wicklow, the
Southeast and the Southwest. Decisions to create
these plantations were taken at a time when there
was a combination of economic imperative and a
lower understanding of the devastating affects which
these plantations had on the environment they were
planted in, and their substantial impacts downstream.
A summary of problems caused include:
• Onsite earth-works, drainage, and planting on
steeper ground completely alters these upland
habitats by disrupting the native flora & fauna;
lowering the water-table resulting in loss of rainfall
attenuation and therefore and ironically causing both
increased flooding and drought incidents; generation
of silts which clog up instream gravels and limit
aquatic insect life, fish spawning, and freshwater pearl
mussel health

• Loss of nutrients from afforested areas, in the form
of applied phosphates or disturbed natural soil
complexity, can impact on rivers, promoting algal
growth and potentially turning riverbeds and estuaries
a lot greener than they should be (!), with the potential
to decimate fish and freshwater mussel populations
Ideally, Ireland could be self-sufficient for all timber
products, but we have to find a way that this important
timber can be produced without the devastating side
effects. And, it is vital in this time of Biodiversity loss
and water quality decline, that we also encourage
natural and native woodlands for their own sake,
enabling these wilder areas to host a wide variety
of wildlife and to actually assist in addressing water
quality and quantity problems. The community would
welcome meaningful engagement with Coillte about
the future role of their Forestry Estate in the Catchment
and an opportunity to examine a viable alternative
model; particularly as Coillte are a member of the ‘Blue
Dot Working Group’ (https://www.catchments.ie/theblue-dot-catchments- programme/).

• Subsequent practice of ‘clear-felling’ with attendant
road-building and extraction can exacerbate all
of the above effects, as witnessed in the 2007
Derrynafinchin clear-fell which affected the river right
down to the estuary
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Farming

Agriculture is at the heart of rural
communities, providing the basis for
local economy & culture. Environmental
farming schemes are to be encouraged,
but as we have seen from examples
like the Burren Beo project, farmers
know their land, its habitats and species
potential, and must be at the heart
of decisions that are made. Though
there are fewer full-time farmers in our
valleys in the 21st century as there were
previously, farming remains vital to the
Coomhola catchment and we must find
the means to support these farmers in
these changing times, as Neillie O’Leary
sets out here.

As with Agriculture throughout the world, farming in the
Coomhola and Borlin valleys has gone through radical change
over the last century, and even more so in current times. A
hundred years ago, farms here would have had a working
horse, a bonham pig, perhaps some sheep. And they would
have a garden for potatoes, cabbage, and turnips which could
feed people as well as animals. Farms had an average of six
cows and, for most, this yielded the main economic activity
which was the making of butter. There was the Cussens family
of Pearson’s Bridge who would call to various crossroads with
their travelling shop, supplying goods and buying butter
to forward to the Cork Butter Exchange. In the 1950’s Kerry
Cooperative started to travel over the mountains from Kenmare
to collect milk daily from collection points in Borlin, Derrydubh
cross, and Coomhola Bridge. Horses, donkeys and later
tractors would take the churns to meet the milk lorry, and this
was always a great social meeting for the exchange of news
and views, though this good banter could get heated around
election time or important hurling or football matches! Change
came quicker from the late 1960’s: Headage payments on
sheep were introduced in 1968; the Ewe Premium came in with
EU accession; then the EU & State ‘Drainage Scheme’, Housing
Grants, Hay Sheds, Straw Bedding, and the 1980’s and 1990’s
saw the introduction of Slatted Units and Slurry spreading, with

grants for silage and pits etc. Latterly the former County Councilsponsored sheep dipping facilities on the mountain were halted in
favour of more water- and environmentally-friendly methods. Stock
breeds changed too, over the years, for both cattle and sheep. For
cattle, the Continental breeds, like Limousin, Charolais, and Belgian
Blues took the place of the Shorthorns, Friesians, and Herefords.
We also saw introductions of new breeds of sheep including
Cheviot, Suffolk, Texel, Charley and other low-land breeds, to
augment the Scotch. Coomhola and Borlin sheep farmers are
acknowledged to be as good as any in the country.
Incentives for environmental protection were gradually
introduced; the first Rural Environmental Protection Scheme
(REPS) was very good, and the Green Low-Carbon AgriEnvironment Scheme (GLAS) was useful. I have hope that the
recently announced Agri-Climate Rural Environment Scheme
(ACRES) will prove effective, but we still need to see the details;
it’s important to keep these efforts highly accessible to farmers
and worthwhile for them to sign up to. Farms here are not
intensive, and farmers have a heart and a half to ensure that
the Coomhola River retains its high quality waters and Blue Dot
status, which is proof of local agricultural practice. Finally, I just
wish to note that the Coomhola & Borlin Community Association
are setting up a special ‘Blue Dot’ committee to look into the
opportunities which this initiative provides.
Neillie O’Leary,
Chair of Coomhola & Borlin Community Association
& IFA Activist

Want to know more about
Farming & Environment?
Check out these online resources:
IFA-sponsored
‘Smart Farming’ videos:
https://smartfarming.ie/sourcessolutions/
‘Water Quality’ video with Méabh
O’Hagan of the Agricultural Sustainability
Support and Advisory Programme
(ASSAP) at:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=23kOI7MybSw
Short film introduction to ‘LIFE IP Wild
Atlantic Nature’ initiative:
https://twitter.com/WAN_LIFEIP/
status/1526155402613751808
New ‘Acres’ Scheme information from
The Farmer’s Journal:
https://www.farmersjournal.ie/new-acresscheme-your-questions-answered-705505
https://www.gov.ie/en/pressrelease/10182-mcconalogue-announcesname-for-15bn-agri-environmentscheme/
https://www.farmingfornature.ie/
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Septic Tanks

Meanwhile, just be extra careful what goes down your drains
and into your septic tank, and help it to do its important job!

(Septic Tanks
are great if
they work!)

Wall

Properly functioning Septic tanks (and
their ‘soakaway’ areas) are crucial to
water quality for our Blue Dot Coomhola
River. It’s important to remember that the
work they do is dependent upon a really
healthy set of bacteria, which are resident
in them, to break down our wastes
properly and reduce their impacts on
water quality and wildlife..

As Bernie O’Flaherty of LAWPRO put it, they should only
receive ‘pee, poo, & (toilet-) paper’...anything else, such as
common household products (like cleaning paintbrushes etc.),
as well as even ordinary bleach- and ammonia-based cleaning
agents, can wipe out these bacteria and render your septic
tank useless; you wouldn’t want to be swimming downstream
of that! There are up to 85% “Grants for treatment systems
in High Status Objective Catchment Areas” (see https://www.
gov.ie/en/publication/6cc1e-domestic-waste-water-treatmentsystems-septic-tanks/).

Shared town septic
tanks are a little more
sophisticated but they
do the same thing
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s u m m a ry

Summary of Coomhola ‘Blue Dot’ Elements
We all want to keep the riches that we’re blessed with...how can we do that?
Wonders & Benefits

Issues

Responses /Solutions

Sparkling clear Coomhola River
waters

Silts, sediments,
‘suspended solids’

Education & Awareness

Nutrients and/or pathogens from
slurry-spreading & septic tanks

Knowledge of ‘Best-practices’
Accessible septic tank grants

Families can swim without fear
of pollution (at Soldier’s Rock,
Snave Strand & Pier, etc.)
Spirituality & joy of high-value
nature
Rare biodiversity
(for 21st Century!), including:
• Migrating wild Salmon
and Sea Trout
• Unique Freshwater
Pearl Mussels
• Migratory Eels
• Rare aquatic
(& other) bird species
Precious mosaic of Habitats:
• Stable riparian (riverside)
zones with lush native trees;
oak, alder, hazel, willow etc.
• Varying high altitude habitats
including blanket bog, cliff,
& special mountains
• Unusual array of high
mountain lakes
• Source-to-sea, a stunning
river with a myriad of
tributary streams
• A fascinating inter-tidal
estuary

Best Practice

EPA Catchments Unit / Paddy Morris

In our pursuit of livelihood, recreation, and household management we have a huge
ability to harm, or help, our local Water Quality and Biodiversity. We are dependent
upon clean water coming to us from upstream, while other folk, as well as wildlife,
depend on the water we discharge being as clean and clear as possible. It can be
helpful to think of our sinks, showers, toilets, and washing machines as tributaries of
our local river! Outside, on our farms and in our gardens, we also have a huge capacity
to help or hinder water and habitat quality. Here are a few tips to lessen our impacts:
• Avoid any Cleaning Products which contain Phosphates or Bleach – they spoil the
good work of your sewage treatment/septic tank, leading to aquatic pollution – use
eco-friendly products or learn how to make your own citrus- and vinegar-based
cleaning agents*!
• Use the minimum of any cleaning products – enough is enough!

Degradation of water quality
from inappropriate forestry
practices

New Forestry models &
native woodland approach

• Any common Household Product labelled ‘Hazard’ or ‘Poison’ or ‘Toxic’ or ‘Irritant’
must be treated as Toxic Waste when disposing of – follow Local Authority Guidelines,
and never rinse down sink or into drains; this includes Paint, Antifreeze, Drain Cleaners,
‘Air Fresheners’, Carpet & Upholstery Cleaners, Toilet-water ‘Fresheners’, Bleach &
Ammonia...they’re all poisonous!!!
• Keep your garden low-maintenance and low water-dependent; use native plants &
trees to establish suitable local habitats and assist insects/pollinators, birds, mammals
& fish.

Erosion; landslides;
river-bank collapse

--Sensible riparian buffers
Avoidance of over-grazing

Removal of hedgerows &
‘marginal land’ to avoid EU
Single Payment penalties

Sensible eco-farm grants to
support ‘Eco-services’

Economic benefits of
Blue Dot status:
• Greater farm produce value
• Eco-tourism potential

• Avoid pesticides, herbicides, and application of synthetic fertilisers – they are all
enemies of Biodiversity and Soil Health.

*To learn how to make your own Household Cleaners visit: https://www.rte.ie/lifestyle/
living/2020/0422/1134147-10-cleaning-hacks-with-vinegar-lemons-and-bicarb/

Advice & supports for ‘
Farm Income Diversification’

Further information
Local and national Water Quality: https://www.catchments.ie/
‘Blue Dot Catchments’:
https://www.catchments.ie/the-blue-dot-catchments-programme/
https://lawaters.ie/blue-dot-programme/
A digital journey sampling Blue Dot Catchments:
https://uploads.knightlab.com/storymapjs/d6d4e90ce33fefaee43c27f1cf6072fd/
explore-the-blue-dot-programme/draft.html
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• Whether digging your garden, preparing a building site, or ploughing a field,
remember that Silts & Sediments are one of the biggest enemies of Aquatic
Biodiversity...contain them as best you can.
• Allow for healthy riparian zones along streams and rivers...these help buffer the
effects of fertilisers and silts, and enable a flourishing of riverside vegetation.

Ensuring viability of Farms

LAWPRO / Catherine Seale Duggan,
Bernadette White, Fran Igoe,
Sheevaun Thompson
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The Coomhola River rises near the Cork-Kerry Border in the
Shehy Mountains, picking up many tributaries including the
Cummeenboy, Ilane, Derryduff and Cooleenlemane Streams as
it flows to Bantry Bay through a stunningly beautiful landscape.
With its high quality waters, the Coomhola River is a natural
candidate for ‘Blue Dot’ status in the context of this new, wider,
national initiative, and along with the Local Authorities Waters
Programme and EPA Catchments we welcome this Coomhola Blue
Dot publication; it sets the scene and spells out the issues and
opportunities. It is a starting point for the Blue Dot journey that
lies before us, and Cork County Council are happy to support it.
Frank O’Flynn, Senior Executive Scientist,

& Sharon Casey, Ecologist, Cork County Council
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